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Abstract: In medical field fast and accurate diagnosis has required for treatment, but present technologies do not have such facility. So need to implement an efficient diagnosis application for effective treatment. In this work LR (Logistic Regression) based Machine Learning (ML) method for classification and global threshold segmentation for pre-processing. At 1st stage image acquisition and de-noising has been performed, 2nd stage classification and regression has attained with ML techniques. In this MRI brain Image computer aided automatic detection system for brain disorders and tumors has been proposed. Computational methods of this work are threshold segmentation followed by LR-ML classifier. This experiment consists of 120 brain images of 15-normal and 105- abnormal from real time MRI brain database. The performance metrics like accuracy on training and testing images is 99.46% has been obtain. This technique is compared to recently published techniques conclude that LR-ML with Th- segmentation has Fast-real and accurate brain diagnosis system

Index Terms: MRI- brain Image, LR-ML, Th-segmentation, MIT-data set, and accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

This Research introduces a technique that uses a ML (machine learning algorithms), with global threshold based segmentation MR (magnetic resonance) brain pictures into a number of tissue classes. The network utilizes various patch sizes and various decision trees to obtain multi-scale data about each segment to guarantee the technique obtain precise segmentation details as well as spatial consistency. The technique does not depend on explicit characteristics, but learns to recognize information based on training data that is essential for classification. Only one anatomical MR picture is required for the technique. Using this method not only acquires clear image data but also obtain the De-noise image. This investigation is process on medical image De-noising with the logistic regression (LR Machine-learning) Machine learning technique. Brain disorders or tumours are significant major causes of brain mis-functionality. A tumour is a small tissue that grows out of control with respect to brain. Most of the countries faces brain disorders, around 10 billion people died because of brain tumours [1]. MRI brain image here MRI scan for tumor detection is performed. Segmentation and classification done but needs accuracy, So, brain tumour or disorders are detect in an early stage, therefore this problem has overcome. In this investigation magnetic resonance image with respect to brain has collected from real time diagnosis canters. By using image processing and computer design an application for tumour detection is implemented [3].
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY

K.Selvanayaki et.al 2010[1] explained about MRI brain tumour detection system with automatic cad detection, in this work computer aided design has implemented with the help of segmentation on MR brain images. H. Fujita et.al 2006[2] Investigated on emerging cad system with three wings has discussed. The country of japan health care monitoring system is used this computer brain diagnosis method. But, the accuracy is need to improve. H. Arimura et.al 2012 [3] explains about MRI image analysis with machine learning technique. In this MRI medical brain image with intelligence diagnosis analysis has been improved. But, needs to improve
true positive rate. E.S. El-Dahshan.et.al 2010 [8] In this research hybrid MRI brain image with signal processing techniques have used as classification and denoising methods used as a pre-processor. This technique has limitations like time of imaging, accuracy etc. Y. Zhang.et.al 2011 [9]

**PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION**

1. Denoising on MRI brain image
2. Risk free decision on processed data
3. Less Efficiency and PSNR in existed method

**2.1 Problem solution**

1. LR Machine-learning

**2.2 Parameters estimated:**

1. MSE
2. PSNR
3. CC
4. SSIM
5. CNR

In this research hybrid export MRI brain system has been implemented for fast and accurate system. But, the system has limitation at classification and noising. So, need to design a new application. S. Chaplot.et.al 2006 [12] Wavelet transform based MRI brain image system has implemented with the help of support vector machine. In this neural networks control action has been done based on bio-medical signal processing application.

**3. METHODOLOGY**

**Algorithm1**

**Step 1:** Input image

**Step 2:** RGB to grey image

**Step 3:** Import local dataset

**Step 4:** Calculate the threshold value

**Step 5:** Compare with The result. If Th is less than the present pixel value, it has been decided as background, else object.

**Step 6:** Stop the process.

This proposed block diagram shown in figure 3 consists of six steps for fast and accurate diagnosis. The above algorithm consists of mathematical equations in [5]. Using this computational steps de-noise accurate brain tumour detection has obtained, in the same step statistical information also been calculated for classification.
Algorithm: 2 – Classification by using Logistic Regression

Input: LR image regions
Step 1: Initialize the parameter classification
Step 2: For every anatomical noise regions
Step 3: Apply the GRML classification method using following unbiased functions.

\( F_0(x) = \arg \min_{\beta} \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(y_i, F_0(x_i)) \)

\( L(y_i, F_0(x_i)) = \log(1 + \exp(-y_i F_0(x_i))) \)

By using algorithm 2 classifications of brain images has estimated. This mechanism is very useful for fast and accurate brain diagnosis system.

**TABLE: 1 STATISTICAL SYSTEM DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MRI brain image</th>
<th>DE-NOISE RATIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample -12</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample -17</td>
<td>9.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample -13</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample -24</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample -27</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample -24</td>
<td>10.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE: 2 F0 AND Y-F0 FUNCTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>F0</th>
<th>Y-F0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>0.18414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.971</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>-0.03486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>0.18414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>0.12414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>-0.88586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>0.26414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>10.00586</td>
<td>0.16414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5** x and y relation

**Fig. 6** F0 vs Y-F0.
Above discussions explains that statistical estimation of $X$, in this $X$ value is decided with mean of 3 elements i.e until 12. The values taken from sample numeric are like five, seven, twelve, and twenty three, twenty five, twenty nine, thirty seven.

**RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Input Image</th>
<th>Classified Noise Region</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Fig. 8** parameters comparisons.

**Table 3**

Comparison of results
CONCLUSION

In this investigation, proposed LR-ML threshold based MRI brain diagnosis is implemented, this work consists of accurate tumour detection with fast and accurate process. Past work is implanted with conventional methods so need more time to give the diagnosis of brain. So in this Research machine learning based that model is attained for fast and accurate diagnosis of brain, quality assessment parameters gives the robust accuracy and throughput. The PSNR is improved by 9.321%, SSIM improved by 2.1%, MSE=85.3%, CNR= 7.1%, CC= 7.7% has been improved, this is good improvement compared to survey methods. This investigation is very useful for brain tumour detection at fast and accurate diagnosis.
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